ORIGIN Begins Shipping First Intel 12th Generation, DDR5 Equipped Gaming Systems
November 23, 2021
First customers receive systems just three weeks after announcement
FREMONT, Calif., Nov. 23, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- ORIGIN PC, a subsidiary of Corsair Gaming, Inc. (NASDAQ: CRSR), and leading provider
of custom PCs for gamers, enthusiasts, and professionals, today announced the first shipments to customers of its new range of ORIGIN NEURON,
MILLENNIUM, GENESIS, M-Class, and L-Class desktops, putting today’s most powerful DDR5-equipped PCs in the hands of customers weeks
ahead of the competition.
Ideally placed within the CORSAIR group to access the latest components and technology, ORIGIN PC has benefitted from early access to
high-performance CORSAIR DDR5 memory and the latest Intel Z690-chipset motherboards through close cooperation with industry partners such as
Asus and MSI.
This has resulted in an accelerated development and quality assurance process, combining proven CORSAIR hardware such as PC cases, coolers,
and power supplies with cutting edge DDR5 memory and the latest Intel 12th generation processors, putting the most powerful ORIGIN PC systems in
the hands of gamers weeks ahead of many competitors.
“The integration of the complete array of CORSAIR hardware and DDR5 memory into ORIGIN PCs has allowed us go from specs to finished systems
in record time,” said Kevin Wasielewski, Senior Director of DIY Marketing at CORSAIR and co-founder of ORIGIN PC. “Our ability to leverage
partnerships and expertise from across the CORSAIR group is helping us put our best-ever systems in gamers’ hands faster.”
High-quality and superior performing CORSAIR DDR5 memory is at the heart of every Intel 12th generation processor-powered system ORIGIN PC
makes, with CORSAIR DDR5 production rapidly ramping up to keep pace with fervent consumer demand. With early adopters quickly jumping on the
new platform, CORSAIR DDR5 memory will ship in high volumes beginning in December 2021, and continue to expand into 2022 as new platforms
and systems launch.
Availability, Warranty, and Pricing
All ORIGIN PC systems can be ordered directly from the ORIGIN PC website and are shipped worldwide. Every ORIGIN PC is also backed by Free
24/7 Lifetime U.S. Based Support and Lifetime labor for extra peace of mind.
For up-to-date pricing on ORIGIN PC desktops, please refer to the ORIGIN PC website or contact ORIGIN PC sales for more information.
Web Pages
To learn more about ORIGIN PC NEURON, MILLENNIUM and GENESIS Desktops, please visit: https://www.originpc.com/gaming/desktops/
To learn more about ORIGIN PC L-Class and M-Class Desktops, please visit: https://www.originpc.com/workstation/desktops/
Product Images
High-resolution images of ORIGIN PC’s Desktops can be found at the link below: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders
/1yC1s_yME2oiJ6FJmu3Bk8CM3SS0V2lio
About CORSAIR
CORSAIR (NASDAQ:CRSR) is a leading global developer and manufacturer of high-performance gear and technology for gamers, content creators,
and PC enthusiasts. From award-winning PC components and peripherals, to premium streaming equipment, smart ambient lighting, and esports
coaching services, CORSAIR delivers a full ecosystem of products that work together to enable everyone, from casual gamers to committed
professionals, to perform at their very best.
Copyright © 2021 Corsair Memory, Inc. All rights reserved. CORSAIR, the sails logo, and Vengeance are registered trademarks of CORSAIR in the
United States and/or other countries. Intel and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. All other company and/or
product names may be trade names, trademarks, and/or registered trademarks of the respective owners with which they are associated. Features,
pricing, availability, and specifications are subject to change without notice.
About ORIGIN PC
ORIGIN PC builds custom, high-performance desktops, laptops, workstations, and servers for hardware enthusiasts, digital/graphics artists,
professionals, government agencies and gamers. ORIGIN PCs are hand built, tested, and serviced by knowledgeable gaming enthusiasts, industry
veterans, and award-winning system integrators. Every ORIGIN PC comes with free lifetime 24/7 support based in the United States. The ORIGIN PC
staff is comprised of award-winning enthusiasts, experienced in the gaming and PC markets who want to share their passion with others. ORIGIN PC
is located in Miami, FL and ships worldwide. For more information, please visit https://www.ORIGINPC.com or call 1-877-ORIGIN-Ø. (674-4460)
©2021 ORIGIN PC Corporation all rights reserved. ORIGIN and the ORIGIN "O" symbol are trademarks of ORIGIN PC Corporation. All other
trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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